As for the users of satellite navigation systems the actual slogan is GPS and Galileo the advantages and disadvantages of different combined constellations of these systems must be taken into account. The distributions (in per cent) of the numbers of satellites visible by the observer at different latitudes situated in open and restricted (urban canyon) area for different masking elevation angles (H min ) for two combined constellations GPS + Galileo systems (I í 29 GPS satellites + 27 Galileo satellites, II í 29 GPS + 30 Galileo) are presented in this paper. In addition to it the detailed distributions for the observer at latitudes 50í60 O for other constellations & elevation angles are demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
The error M of the observer's position obtained from satellite navigation systems depends on geometry factor DOP (Dilution of Precision) among other things. That's why the knowledge of the number of satellites visible by this observer above given masking elevation angle H min is very important. The detailed distributions of the number of satellites visible by the observer at different latitudes for different H min were presented by the author for the different Galileo constellations in (Januszewski, 2001 ) and for GPS & Galileo constellations for the observer situated in open and restricted area in (Januszewski 2003 (Januszewski , 2005 . In these simulations the calculations were made for GPS constellations and different Galileo constellations separately in order to compare both the systems. It was considered socalled baseline GPS constellation: 4 or 5 satellites in one plane, all separations ǻȍ in right ascension between two orbital adjacent planes are 60 O , all orbit inclinations are equal to the nominal value 55 O . Today, the number of GPS satellites is most often equal 29, sometimes 28, rarely 27. The number of satellites in one plane is between 4 & 6, the differences of arguments of latitude between two adjacent satellites in one orbit change between 11 O & 150 O , and the separations ǻȍ are not equal 60 O . Additionally for the majority of satellites orbit inclination i is not equal to the nominal value 55 O . That's why the difference between maximum and minimum number of GPS satellites visible by the observer is greater for actual constellation than for previous constellation considerably.
As the question GPS or Galileo doesn't exist already and the actual slogan is GPS and Galileo, the new simulations must be made for the combined constellations: GPS + Galileo. It was considered 27, 28, 29 and 30 satellites fully operational for both the systems. The mentioned above distributions for the observer situated in open area and restricted area (urban canyon) were made for all 16 possible combined constellations (27 GPS satellites + 27 Galileo satellites, 28 GPS + 27 Galileo etc.). The results are presented for the two most probable constellations: I í 29 GPS satellites + 27 Galileo satellites, II í 29 GPS + 30 Galileo.
TEST METHOD
The GPS satellite positions were calculated by the author from the almanac data (week 329) obtained from the website: www.navcen.uscg.gov. In constellations combined of two or more systems the reciprocal positions of all orbits of these systems, i.e. the longitudes of ascending nodes (lan) of all plane must be defined (Leonard et al. 2003) . In constellation GPS and Galileo two plane positions are possible: x PP1; three Galileo planes (G) are complanar with three of six GPS planes (S), which will be referred "inphase" ( fig.1a ),
x PP2; three Galileo planes are directly in between two GPS planes, which will be referred "out í of í phase" (fig.1b) . , respectively. The number of satellites (ls) visible by the observer and GDOP coefficient value for different geographicítime coordinates were calculated for PP1 and PP2. As the number ls and GDOP value depend on observer position, for one set of coordinates the results are different for both plane positions, evidently, but if the number of these coordinates increases (e.g. one thousand in this paper) the ls and GDOP values are practically the same. That's why the different distributions of the number ls were made for one plane positions called "inphase" only ( fig.1a) . . For each combination, for each zone of latitude and for each masking elevation angle (H min ) one thousand (1000) geographic-time coordinates of the observer were generated by random-number generator with uniform distribution: For each mentioned geographic-time coordinates the number of satellites visible by the observer above given H min was calculated.
RESULTS
The minimal (ls min ), maximal (ls max ) and the weighted mean numbers (ls m ) of satellites visible above H min by the observer at latitudes 50-60 O (latitude zone of Poland) for six combined constellations GPS and Galileo are presented in the x the ls min , ls max and ls m depend on latitude for both H min and both constellations. This dependence is practically the same as for GPS or Galileo system separately (Januszewski 2003 (Januszewski , 2005 ).
x ls min and ls max are the lowest and the greatest at latitudes 20-30 O and 60-70 O respectively, for both angles H min and both constellations,
x at latitudes 60-90 O for H min = 0 O the number ls max is for constellation I & II equal to 30 & 32 respectively. It means that for both constellations the number of satellites visible above horizon by the observer is greater that half of total number of satellites in given constellation, 56 and 59 respectively.
In combined constellations GPS and Galileo the number of Galileo satellites l GAL visible by the observer above given H min can be equal, greater or less than the number of GPS satellites l GPS visible by this observer at the same time. The distributions (in per cent) of the differences l GPS í l GAL for the observer at latitudes 50í60 O x for constellation I and constellation II the difference l GPS í l GAL is in most of the cases greater or less than zero, respectively, x in all latitude zones the distribution of the difference l GPS í l GAL is for given constellation practically the same, independently of angle H min ,
x for the constellation II the number l GAL is greater than l GPS in 50% or more of the cases, independently of latitude zone and H min .
The detailed distributions (in per cent) of the differences l GPS í l GAL x for H min = 0 O la difference l GPS í l GAL for constellation I and II changes between í 7 & + 6 and between í 6 & + 7, respectively, x the probability of ~l GPS í l GAL~ equal 0, 1 or 2 is less than probability of ~l GPS í l GAL~e qual 6 or 7 considerably,
x for both constellations la probability of the extreme values of the mentioned difference is for H min = 25 O less than for H min = 0 O considerably.
In urban area the mean number of satellites (ls m ) visible above H min and the obstacles blocking the observer situated on the street depends on the angle (Į) between the North and street axis, the observer's latitude and the combined constellations 
x if for given height B the width L decreases, the number ls m decreases for both constellations; e.g. for B = 21 m and Const I if L decreases from 21 to 16 m, ls m changes from 4,25 to 3,25;
x if for given width L the height B decreases, the number ls m increases for both constellations,
x for given width L and height B the observer's position "3D" (ls m t 4) for Const II can be obtained, while for Const I cannot be, e.g. for L = 20 m and B = 22 m. 
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CONCLUSIONS
x for the most probably combined constellation of 29 GPS satellites and 27 Galileo satellites the number of satellites visible by the observer above H min = 25 O is greater than 4 independently of observer latitude. It means that "3D" observer's position can be obtained in each cases. If in this constellation the number of GPS satellites decreases to 28 or 27 the position "3D" can be obtained as before;
x in combined constellations (29 GPS satellites + n Galileo satellites) the increasing of the number of Galileo satellites (from 27 to 30) means, that the weighted mean number (ls m ) and the maximal number (ls max ) will be greater, meanwhile the minimal number (ls min ) will be greater or the same;
x for all combined constellations (GPS system + Galileo system) the number of Galileo satellites l GAL visible by the observer can be greater or less than the number of GPS satellites l GPS visible at the same time by this observer. This fact must be taken into account in the production and the determination of the number of channel of GPSGalileo integrated receivers; Ňl GAL í l GPS Ň can be equal 8;
x as the distribution of satellite azimuths is non-uniform and depends on latitude, in urban area for the observer situated in the middle of the street (with given width and height of the buildings) the position accuracy depends on the angle between the North & street's axis and observer's latitude also;
